
Attending a Community College  
or a  

Four Year University in Another City  
 

Read the passage below about attending a community college or a four year university in 
another city; then follow the instructions for writing your essay.  
 
Allen is considering his educational future. He has a dilemma. Should a local 
community college be his school of choice, or should he choose a university remote from 
his parents’ home?  
 
Allen’s parents state their preference for selecting a local community college. They 
believe cost is the number one argument for Allen remaining at home. With the average 
total cost of a year at a state university approaching $20,000, local education, which 
includes books and tuition fees, costs considerably less. Additionally, they state that 
though Allen has been an outstanding high school student, they worry about him 
adjusting to an “away-from-home” environment. The challenge might jeopardize his 
academic success. Should he become discouraged and drop-out, the considerable 
expense of that first year away from home would be lost. The community college would 
serve as an inexpensive trial period helping Allen adjust to the rigors of college courses. 
With confidence gained at the community college, Allen will be better able to complete 
his degree at the “pricey” state university.  
 
After considering his parents’ suggestions, Allen states his case for attending the state 
university away from home. There are distractions at home which threaten his pursuit 
of a degree. Among them are family chores, no suitable place to study, no fellow 
students for consultation, the handicap of driving to classes rather than simply walking 
across campus, and worst of all, the lack of educational focus with home life competing 
with academic pursuits. Despite his parents’ concerns about his social adjustment away 
from home, Allen desires the separation in order to mature as an independent adult. 
Without his parents’ daily influence, the process would be enhanced. Besides, they are 
only a cell-phone-call away.  
 
Maybe you are facing the same situation as Allen-remaining at home and attending a 
community college or going away to a state university.  
 
Your purpose is to write an essay, to be read by a classroom instructor, in which you take a 
position on whether or not Allen should attend a local community college or a four year 
university in another city. Be sure to defend your position with logical arguments and 
appropriate examples.  
 
 
 
*From the Developmental Educators’ Handbook, Betty and Jerry Woodfill, Editors/Authors 


